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Board
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THE ANNUAL JULY PICNIC

Bo Gloster
Barbara O’Neill

MARYMOOR PARK
THE PICNIC AREA OFF LOT I
The 2nd Wednesday, July 8th
Picnic at 6PM

Sammamish Kennel
Club, Inc. is adamantly
opposed to legislated
castration and/or spay
of companion animals
without the consent of
the owner

Jan will get Subs and we are to
Bring Pot Luck, salads or dessert
Program listed inside, page 3
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The weather Gods must have liked all the ‘Sun Dances’ we did last week since the rain held off
until Sunday leaving Saturday as overcast, but not wet. Temps were nice and we didn’t have to
put up the canopies which was a real plus
SAMMAMISH KENNEL CLUB ALL-BREED B/OB MATCH
JUNE 20, 2009
We arrived about 8:30AM and set up 4 rings, 2 for conformation and 2 for obedience.
The obedience rings saw 90% of the day’s action as the conformation entry was very low which
was fortunate as one of our judges didn’t show up! Laura Young set up a Lure Demonstration
and I understand she did a great job explaining this activity,
I particularly want to thank the Sammamish members who helped in so many ways: Barbara
O’Neill and Sandee (lost her car keys – AGAIN) Isaacson for handling registration; Dee Carlson
for organizing the obedience and judging; Michelle Brown and Geri Orta who ring stewarded
and Randy Brown who helped set up and tear down; plus the many non-members who pitched
in wherever necessary.
All in All, a Great Success!
Jan Leikam
Income

Entries

$286.00

Expense

Ribbons

$210.50

Trophies

24.64

Site rental

16.00

Lure Operator 50.00
-301.14
Loss

($-15.14)

FUN RUN
On Saturday the 20th of June, we had a Lure Fun Run in conjunction with the Fun Match. Our lure operator, Phil Allen, did a great job running the lure for all the different breeds and ages of dogs. His expertise
and skill resulted in successful runs for almost every dog that tried the course. A number of puppies and
adults had their first chance to really chase.
Dave Kingery lent his years of experience to make the event really special. His great patience and sense of
humor was a delight. Even without any advertising we had a number of dogs and several different breeds
were represented. We had a Greyhound, Italian Greyhounds, Saluki, Borzoi, Jack Russell, Afghans, Whippets and an amazing Belgian Tervuren.
I would like to say a special thank you to Phil and his fiancé who came to help out. They brought all the
necessary equipment, set up the field and even spent time walking the drag lure around the 300 yard
course. They drove to the match from Port Orchard to DONATE their time and expertise.
Many folks stopped by to ask questions about what we were doing. It gave us a great opportunity to do
some very successful work with the public not only for our club but for AKC registered dogs et al.
Thanks to all who participated! Oh and Dee that is one fine running Terv!
Laura Young
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An Obituary For Words by Cindy Cooke, June 1,2009
You can’t really ban a word. In fact, an attempt to ban something often backfires, particularly in the United States, where we don’t like people censoring our
speech. So I’m not going to tell you not to say “puppy mill”. I’m going to give
you some very good reasons for not using that phrase.
I speak to a lot of dog clubs and frequently hear dog breeders supporting socalled “anti-puppy-mill” laws. When I ask these people to define “puppy mill,”
invariably the definitions given include:
• People who “overbreed” their dogs;
• People who don’t take care of their dogs;
• People who have too many dogs;
• People who breed dogs “just for money”; and
• People who don’t take health issues into account when breeding their dogs.
Let’s look at these definitions in turn. What is “overbreeding”? In the wild, most
canids can only reproduce once a year. Most domestic dogs can have two litters
a year. When I first became a dog breeder, it was almost a religious belief that
no female dog should be bred more than once a year. We were told that it was
important to “rest” the uterus between litters. Today, however, thanks to advances in veterinary medicine, we know that an uterus is actually damaged by
the elevated progesterone levels that occur in each heat cycle, whether the dog
is pregnant or not. Veterinary reproduction specialists recommend that dogs be
bred on their second or third heat cycle, that we do more back-to-back breedings, and that we spay the dogs at around age six.
The “overbreeding” argument also treats reproduction as something that female
dogs wouldn’t do if they had a choice. Dogs aren’t people - female dogs actually
want to be bred when they’re in heat and, with few exceptions, enjoy raising
their puppies. It’s not an unwelcome event for dogs.
People who don’t take care of their dogs are already guilty of a crime in all 50
states. There is nowhere in the United States where it is legal to neglect or
abuse dogs. Sadly, a small minority of all dog breeders - commercial, home and
hobby - commit neglect and abuse. Some of these do so out of ignorance, some
out of laziness, and some out of meanness. All are already breaking the law. It
just needs to be enforced.
One of our biggest problems now is that animal radicals insist that every dog be
raised like a hothouse flower. One bill proposed this year would have required
every kennel to be air conditioned. Many owners of working dogs prefer that
their dogs be acclimated to hot weather so that they can work when the temperature goes up. Likewise, sled dogs in the north often sleep outdoors in the
snow. Dogs can live and thrive in a wide range of environments. The Arctic Circle, the jungles of Africa, and the deserts of Arabia have all produced breeds of
dogs that can live happily in conditions that might not suit all dogs. It is important that we not let activists redefine the needs of dogs to the extent that we
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maintain a good number of useful stud dogs.
Breeding dogs is expensive, and getting more so daily. It’s just plain silly to pretend that none of us needs the money generated by puppy sales and stud services. Without that income, the vast majority of middle class breeders could not
afford this sport. When our sport was solely in the hands of rich people, it was the
norm to sneer at people in “trade”, and part of that attitude was handed down to
us with the culture of our sport. Today, however, the majority of us in the sport
are “in trade”, in the sense that we have to work to support ourselves. Our dogs
must, at least in part, support themselves or most of us would have to get out of
the game.
We have among us a small but vociferous group of people who think that breeders
only care about producing great hunting or show dogs, and nothing about health.
In fact, I’ve never met a breeder who wasn’t concerned about the health of his
dogs and the health of his breed. Most health problems in dogs don’t have simple
solutions, so it is only natural that breeders are often going to disagree about how
to address health problems. When there’s no right answer to a question, then
breeders who follow a different path than you might choose are not necessarily
wrong or unconcerned. I know that many believe that commercial breeders don’t
care about health, but the fact is that their professional organizations provide
some of the most sophisticated health seminars in the country for their breeders.
Twenty years ago, animal activists created the phrase “puppy mill”. Back then, it
was only applied to commercial breeders, and then only to those who were breaking the law by neglecting their dogs. In a futile attempt to placate activists, many
hobby breeders adopted the term “puppy mill” and used it to separate “them”
from “us”. It was a mistake then, and it’s rapidly becoming fatal today. Every one
of these so-called “anti-puppy-mill bills” has a definition that could easily include
breeders of hunting and show dogs. Every time you use that phrase, you’re contributing to the idea that dog breeders need to be regulated out of existence.
The message we need to send to America is that purebred dogs are good, not just
because they have pedigrees, but because of their predictability, and that people
should shop at least as carefully for a puppy as they do for a car. We don’t need
to help the animal radicals spread their message by using their favorite term:
puppy mill.
By: Cindy Cooke, Anstamm Scottish Terriers, published on the United Kennel Club
Website http://ukcdogs.com, June 01, 2009.
Submitted by: Beverly C. Little
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Printing courtesy of the
Issaquah Grange Supply
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Gary Olson, General Manager
our Headquarters for Premium Dog Food,
Horse Tack, feed, fencing, lawn & garden

HAVE A SAFE
4TH OF JULY !
REMEMBER WHY WE
CELEBRATE!
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